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Abstract

In this paper, we report on our attempt
at assigning semantic information from
FrameNet to lexical units in VALLEX, a
valency lexicon of Czech verbs. We fo-
cus on the class of communication verbs.
We experiment with assigning FrameNet se-
mantic frames to lexical units for commu-
nication verbs. The second task consists in
linking their valency complementations with
FrameNet frame elements. The exact pair-
wise inter-annotator agreement reaches al-
most 69% on the semantic frames and 84.6%
on the frame elements. We propose enhanc-
ing VALLEX with missing semantic infor-
mation from FrameNet based on exploita-
tion of the semantic relation ‘Inheritance’.

1 Introduction

Syntactic and semantic behavior of verbs, which are
considered to be the syntactic centers of sentences,
is the key information for any rule-based tasks of
NLP. Apparently, various theoretical approaches to
valency are reflected in the annotation schemes of
particular lexical resources (for a short survey and
characteristics of the most important projects, see
e.g. (̌Zabokrtsḱy, 2005)). For linguists, their dissim-
ilarity represents a challenging task of their compar-
ison and mutual enriching.

In this article, we describe an experiment with en-
hancing VALLEX, a valency lexicon of Czech verbs
(Žabokrtsḱy et al., 2007), with FrameNet seman-
tic information. In the experiment, we attempted at

linking FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) semantic fea-
tures – semantic frames and frame elements – to the
VALLEX data. First, lexical units in VALLEX were
assigned semantic frames. Then their valency com-
plementations were linked with frame elements.

VALLEX, using the Functional Generative De-
scription as its theoretical background, see (Sgall
et al., 1986), takes into account mainly the syntac-
tic criteria for identifying arguments. However, the
semantic information is crucial for handling such
NLP tasks as generation, information retrieval, or
question answering. Therefore, we have decided
to obtain this missing information from the Berke-
ley FrameNet project. In spite of its being still in
progress, it represents an elaborated semantically
oriented lexical resource describing valency for En-
glish.

We exploit the tentative classification of verbs in
VALLEX, sorting verbs into rough and heteroge-
neous ‘supergroups’. We pursue three goals: First,
we attempt at further structuring a particular group
of verbs into more homogenous, subtler classes.
Second, we expect to observe a hierarchy of seman-
tic relations between Czech verbs analogous to the
hierarchy of English verbs1 as a result of assigning
semantic frames to a semantically coherent group
of Czech verbs. Last, we aim at choosing coarse-
grained semantic information from FrameNet for
enhancing VALLEX.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section
2, we present basic properties of VALLEX and
FrameNet, Section 3 describes the method of our ex-

1Displayed by Frame Grapher Tool, see
http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/FrameGrapher/



periment with assigning semantic information from
FrameNet to lexical units from VALLEX. Section 4
provides the analysis of the material obtained from
the experiment. Lastly, the outline of further exploit-
ing FrameNet semantic information for VALLEX
follows in Section 5.

2 A Brief Characterization of Two
Annotation Schemes: VALLEX and
FrameNet

In this section, we briefly describe two approaches
to the description of valency: VALLEX, which takes
into account mainly syntactic criteria for identifying
arguments, and semantically oriented FrameNet.

2.1 Valency Lexicon of Czech Verbs: VALLEX

The Valency Lexicon of Czech Verbs, VALLEX,
version 2.02, provides information on the valency
structure of verbs in their particular senses, lexical
units (LUs).

LUs are considered, identically with (Cruse,
1986), as “form-meaning complexes with (rela-
tively) stable and discrete semantic properties”;
roughly speaking, ‘the given word in the given
sense’. Distinguishing senses is based on both
syntactic and semantic properties (i.e., considerable
shifting in meaning).

Each LU covers both the perfective and the im-
perfective Czech verbs (if they exist) that create a
single lexeme. The following Table 1 shows the ba-
sic statistics about VALLEX.

VALLEX 2.0
Number of lexeme entries 2731
Number of verbs 4250
Number of LUs 6462
Number of LUs with a class 2903
Number of classes 22
Lexical units with a class (%) 44.9%

Table 1: Basic statistics about VALLEX 2.0

Valency Frames. In VALLEX, the key informa-
tion on the valency structure of a given LU is en-
coded in the form ofvalency frames. Valency frames
are formed as a sequence of slots; each slot stands

2http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/vallex /2.0/

for one valency complementation and consists of
its type (‘Actor’, ‘Addressee’, etc.), morphemic re-
alization and its obligatoriness (obligatory or op-
tional), see below. An example of the lexeme for the
verbsdoplňovatimpf , doplnitpf ‘to add’ as captured
in VALLEX can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The lexeme for the verbsdoplňovatimpf ,
doplnitpf ‘to add’ in VALLEX, consisting of three
LUs.

Valency Complementations. In VALLEX, based
on the Functional Generative Description(FGD,
see esp. (Sgall et al., 1986), (Panevová, 1974)),
valency complementations (VCs) are divided into
arguments (inner participants) and free modifica-
tions (adjuncts). They both can be obligatory or op-
tional.

(Verbal) argumentsare distinguished rather on the
basis of the syntactic behavior of verbs. Two criteria
are applied (introduced in (Panevová, 1974)):

• each argument can modify only a more or less
closed class of verbs (that can be listed),

• each argument can modify a particular verb
only once (except for the case of coordination).



Moreover, possible morphemic realization(s) of
these arguments is/are typically determined by the
governing verb.

Five types of arguments have been determined
– ‘Actor’ (label ACT), ‘Patient’ (PAT), ‘Addressee’
(ADDR), ‘Origin’ (ORIG), and ‘Effect’ (EFF).

According to FGD, see (Panevová, 1974), if a
verb has only one argument, then this argument is
‘Actor’ and if a verb has two arguments, then these
are ‘Actor’ and ‘Patient’. PropBank (Palmer, 2005)
has the similar approach at least to non-ergative
verbs.3 When determining the other three argu-
ments, semantic criteria are also taken into account.
As a consequence, the types of arguments do not al-
ways reflect the exact semantic relation between a
verb and its arguments.

In contrast to the arguments, thefree modifica-
tionsare semantically distinctive, being identified on
the basis of their syntactico-semantic functions.

Verb Classes in VALLEX. At the present time, a se-
lected part of LUs in VALLEX are assigned seman-
tic classes like ‘motion’, ‘communication’, ‘percep-
tion’, etc. These classes were built in a ‘bottom-up’
way mainly on the basis of the syntactic properties
of LUs, with regard to their semantics. These rough
heterogeneous ‘supergroups’ – although not based
on a properly defined ontology – can represent an
efficient starting point for building an applicable se-
mantic classification of verbs.

Communication verbs. The reported project
focuses on the ‘communication verbs’ (the so-called
‘verba dicendi’). These verbs can generally be spe-
cified as verbs rendering situation when ‘a speaker
conveys information to a recipient’. They are char-
acteristic by the entity of ‘information’ which can be
expressed as a dependent content clause.

This class of verbs was convenient for our ex-
periment for two reasons: first, they have specific
syntactic behavior, and second, they represent a
good-sized (large enough) class. Moreover, we as-
sume that the results will be applicable also to other
groups of verbs with a sentential complement.

3However, the status of ergative verbs in the Slavic lan-
guages are not clear.

2.2 FrameNet

The FrameNet lexical database4 is an on-line lexical
resource for English, see (Baker et al., 1998). Its aim
is “to document the range of semantic and syntactic
combinatory possibilities (valences) of each word in
each of its senses, through a computer-assisted an-
notation of example sentences”, see (Ruppenhofer
et al., 1986).

As to the quantitative characteristics, FrameNet
contains more than 10 thousand lexical units (a pair
consisting of a word and its meaning)5 in more
than 825 semantic frames, exemplified by around
135 thousand annotated sentences. At present, the
project focuses primarily on verbs, nouns and adjec-
tives.

Semantic Frames. The descriptive framework of
FrameNet is based onframe semantics. Each LU
evokes a particular semantic frame underlying its
meaning. Eachsemantic frame(SF) can be under-
stood as a “conceptual structure describing a particu-
lar type of situation, object, or event”, see (Ruppen-
hofer et al., 1986). Each SF contains the so-called
frame elements, i.e., semantic participants which are
seen as components of such situations.

For example, the SF ‘Statement’ is defined as fol-
lows: “This frame contains verbs and nouns that
communicate the act of a Speaker to address a Mes-
sage to some Addressee using language . . . ”, see
FrameNet webpage.

Frame Elements.Semantic frames consist offrame
elements(FEs), semantic arguments of a predicating
word evoking this frame.

Whereas, for instance,Case Grammar, see (Fill-
more, 1968) assumes a fixed, relevant-across-the-
board collection of underlying ‘cases’, FEs rep-
resenting semantic information are understood in
terms of roles in specific frames and not as a re-
stricted set of universal semantic roles. It implies
that the inventory of FEs is specific for each SF.

Three types of FEs are distinguished,core FEs
(conceptually necessary FEs whose combination is
characteristic for a particular SF),peripheral FEs
(not unique for a given SF, they can occur in any

4http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/
5We use the same abbreviation LU both for VALLEX and

FrameNet because the same concepts are concerned in princi-
ple.



SFs) andextra-thematic FEs(that set a given event
on the background of another event or state of
the same type). E.g., the SF ‘Statement’ con-
sists of core FEs ‘Speaker’, ‘Topic’, ‘Message’ and
‘Medium’ and peripheral FEs ‘Addressee’, ‘Depic-
tive’, ‘Degree’, ‘Epistemicstance’, ‘Group’, ‘Inter-
nal cause’, ‘Manner’, ‘Means’, ‘Occasion’, ‘Partic-
ular iteration’, ‘Place’ and ‘Time’.

The following sentence illustrates the SF ‘State-
ment’ and its FEs:

President Kennedy.Speakersaid to an as-
tronaut.Addressee:(“Man is still the most
extraordinary computer of all.”).Message.

Hierarchy of Semantic Relations between SFs.
FrameNet builds a wide network of hierarchical re-
lations between SFs and their FEs. The most impor-
tant relations are the following, see (Ruppenhofer et
al., 1986):

• ‘Inheritance’ – everything which is true about
the semantics of the parent frame holds for the
semantics of its child frame(s). Each FE from
the parent frame (except for extra-thematic
FEs) is related to a relevant FE in the child
frame.

• ‘Using’ – the parent frame constitutes the back-
ground for its child frames. Not all FEs from
the parent frame must be bound to the FEs from
the child frame.

• ‘Subframe’ – the child frame instantiates a part
of a complex event represented by the parent
frame.

For the purpose of enhancing VALLEX with se-
mantic information, we exploit the transitive relation
‘Inheritance’, as will be discussed in Section 5.

3 Assigning Semantic Information from
FrameNet to Valency Frames in
VALLEX

In this section, we report on assigning the semantic
information from FrameNet to the VALLEX com-
munication verbs. In the first step, we translated

each LU from Czech to English.6 The total num-
ber of translated Czech LUs was 341 (without id-
iomatic LUs). These LUs correspond to 531 Czech
verbs, counting perfective and imperfective verbs
separately.

3.1 Assigning Semantic Frames and Frame
Elements

Two human annotators (referred A1 and A2 in the
sequel) searched each translated English LU in
FrameNet and indicated an appropriate SF (labeled
as ‘Unambiguous Annotations’). The annotators
were allowed to assign more than one SF to a partic-
ular LU (‘Ambiguous annotations’) – if the English
equivalents belonged to more than one SF.

In two situations, the annotators could con-
clude that the given English LU is missing in
FrameNet: (i) the corresponding lemma was missing
in FrameNet at all, or (ii) the found English LU did
not correspond to the meaning of the given Czech
LU. The following Table 2 shows the basic statistics
concerning assigning SFs.

A1 A2

Cz LUs 341 341
Eng equivalents 653 653
Annotations of SFs 610 556
Unambiguous annotations of SFs143 165
Ambiguous annotations of SFs 467 391
Marked as missing Eng SFs 11 19
Marked as missing Eng LUs 33 35

Table 2: Annotated data size and statistics of two
annotations of SFs.

After having indicated the appropriate SF(s), the
annotators had to assign the corresponding FE(s) of
this/these SF(s) to each valency complementation
(VC) of the given Czech LU. Similarly as in the case
of assigning SFs, a valid answer indicated appropri-
ate FE(s) (‘Unambiguous/Ambiguous annotations’).
In the cases when no suitable FE was found, the an-
notators used a special flag. Table 3 gives the num-
bers of VCs and FEs used in the experiment.

6The on-line dictionary at http://www.lingea.cz/ was used
for manual translation.



A1 A2

Annotations of VCs from VALLEX 1088 1088
Annotations of FEs 1322 1314
Unambiguous annotations of FEs 869 879
Ambiguous annotations of FEs 453 435
Marked as missing Eng FEs 47 34

Table 3: Annotated data size and statistics about two
annotations of FEs.

3.2 Results: Inter-annotator Agreement

Table 4 summarizes the inter-annotator agreement
(IAA) and Cohen’sκ statistics, see (Carletta, 1996).
The exact match of answers relating to SFs reaches
68.8%. Theκ statistics compensates IAA for agree-
ment by chance. The level relating to SFs that we
achieved (0.47) represents a very moderate agree-
ment, see (Krippendorff, 1980). However, the inter-
section match (if both annotators chose the same SFs
regardless of other variants in the case of ambiguous
annotations) gives a more satisfactory result (88.2%,
κ = 0.79). IAA relating to FEs is measured only in
cases of an exact match of SFs (401 cases). IAA
concerning FEs (84.6%,κ = 0.83) is much better in
comparison with SFs. The intersection match con-
cerning FEs represents a significant result (93.3%,κ

= 0.92).

IAA [%] κ

Exact match of SFs 68,8% 0.47
Intersection match of SFs 88,2% 0.79
Exact match of FEs 84,6% 0.83
Intersection match of FEs 93,3% 0.92

Table 4: Inter-annotator agreement andκ statistics.

4 Analysis of Obtained Material

In this section, we describe the analysis of the ma-
terial obtained from our experiment mainly from the
linguistic point of view. Special attention is paid to
ambiguous assignment of SFs to Czech LUs and FEs
to valency complementations.

4.1 Analysis of Assigned Semantic Frames

The annotators assigned 100 SFs from FrameNet to
341 communication verbs from VALLEX. The fol-
lowing SFs belong to the most often assigned:

• ‘Statement’ (141 cases in 2 annotations), e.g.,
dodatpf ‘to add’, ozńamitpf ‘to announce’,
poznamenatpf ‘to remark’,sďelitpf ‘to tell’, ... ,

• ‘Request’ (76), e.g.,naḱazatpf ‘to order’,
naléhatimpf ‘to urge’, žádatimpf ‘to plead’, ... ,

• ‘Telling’ (59), e.g., pov̌eďetpf ‘to tell’, ř ı́cipf

‘to say’, ... ,

• ‘Communicationmanner’ (35), e.g.,
kři četimpf ‘to shout’, šeptatimpf ‘to whis-
per’, zamumlatimpf ‘to gabble’, ... ,

• ‘Reporting’ (34), e.g.,nahlásitpf ‘to inform’,
udatpf ‘to report’, ... ,

• ‘Attempt suasion’ (31), e.g.,povzbuditpf ‘to
encourage’,vyb́ızetimpf ‘to urge’, ... .

Ambiguous Assignment of Semantic Frames.
From the linguistic point of view, the cases when the
annotators assigned two or more SFs to one Czech
LU are the most interesting, as in the following
scheme:

Cz LU »»:

XXz

Eng LUI

Eng LUII

-

-

SFI

SFII

The SFs which were systematically assigned am-
biguously to Czech LUs refer to regular differences
which FrameNet and VALLEX make in word sense
disambiguation.

Describing valency frames, VALLEX leaves aside
in/animateness of the entities occupying one va-
lency position, in contrast to semantically based
FrameNet. As a result, some Czech verbs repre-
sented by one LU in VALLEX belong to two (or
even more) LUs in FrameNet.

For instance, the following instances of the verb
doḱazatpf , dokazovatimpf ‘to prove’ are described
by one valency frame in VALLEX.

Peter has proved that the given solution
was out-of-date.
The facts have proved that the given solu-
tion was out-of-date.

In FrameNet, the first instance corresponds to
English LUI , ‘to prove’ from SFI ‘Reasoning’,
whereas the second instance belongs to English
LUII , ‘to prove’ from SFII ‘Evidence’.



This fact concerns a number of other n-tuples of
SFs, e.g., the SF ‘Grantpermission’ – ‘Permitting’,
or ‘Judgmentcommunication’ – ‘Judgment’ – ‘No-
tification of charges’, etc.

In several cases, Czech verbs had more different
translations belonging to the same SF, as in the fol-
lowing scheme.

Cz LU »»:

XXz

Eng LUI

Eng LUII

XXz

»»:
SF

In contrast to the above mentioned ambiguous as-
signment of SFs, we do not consider these cases in-
teresting.

4.2 Analysis of Assigned Frame Elements

The annotators assigned 116 types of FEs to valency
complementations. The most often assigned FEs are
‘Speaker’ (545 times in 2 annotations), ‘Addressee’
(485), ‘Message’ (393), ‘Medium’ (358), ‘Topic’
(330), ‘Communicator’ (92), ‘Content’ (81), etc.

Logically, the most often assigned FEs come from
the most frequently assigned SFs. Moreover, some
FEs are parts of more than one SF: ‘Speaker’ be-
longs to the SFs ‘Statement’, ‘Telling’, ‘Request’,
‘Communicationmanner’, etc.

After having assigned FEs to the arguments of
communication verbs, we can summarize which se-
mantic properties are relevant for entities occupying
their valency positions. The most significant are the
following:

• ‘Actor’ matches esp. ‘Speaker’, ‘Medium’,
‘Communicator’, ‘Voice’, ‘Author’,

• ‘Patient’ matches esp. ‘Topic’, ‘Message’,
‘Content’,

• ‘Addressee’ matches esp. ‘Authorities’, ‘Eval-
uee’, ‘Grantee’.

We can observe that both the animate (e.g.,
‘Speaker’) and the inanimate (e.g., ‘Voice’) entities
can occupy the positions of ‘Actor’ by communica-
tion verbs. Predominantly animate entities play the
role of ‘Addressee’. ‘Patient’ and ‘Effect’ are char-
acterized by abstract semantic properties.

Ambiguous Assignment of Frame Elements.We
observe two types of ambiguous assignment of FEs.
The first type occurs if a particular Czech LU has

only one English equivalent or it has more transla-
tions but all of them belong to one SF (see Section
4.1), as in the following scheme.

VC1

VC2 ↔
VC3. . .

Cz LU »»:

XXz

Eng LUI

Eng LUII

XXz

»»:
SF

FEα
↔ FEβ

FEγ. . .

Then there may be more FEs from this SF that
correspond to a particular valency complementation.
We can illustrate this case with the verbděkovatimpf

translated as ‘to thank’, which belongs to the (only
one) SF ‘Judgmentdirect address’ but has an am-
biguous assignment of FEs.

VCs corresponding FEs
Actor Communicator, Medium
Addressee Addressee
Patient Reason, Topic

This case of the ambiguous assignment of
FEs often results from the different approach
to in/animateness which FrameNet and VALLEX
have. As VALLEX does not take into account
in/animateness of the first and second arguments,
‘Actor’ and ‘Patient’ are often assigned ambiguously
in contrast to ‘Addressee’ and ‘Effect’.

The ambiguous assignment of FEs to ‘Patient’ of-
ten follows from the fact that one abstract entity can
express both ‘theme’ and ‘what is said about the
theme’ by Czech communication verbs, as in the fol-
lowing sentence:

The news talked (about the horrible earth-
quake that struck Turkey on Friday morn-
ing).Topic, Message).

Moreover, both ‘Topic’ and ‘Message’ can be re-
alized separately in one Czech sentence, as in the
following example, see also (Daneš et al., 1987),
(Panevov́a, 1974):

Cizinci si sťězuj́ı starostovi na ob-
chodńıky.Topic, (že ǔźıvaj́ı dvoj́ı
ceny).Message.
‘foreigners – refl – complain – citymayor
– about – sellers – that – use – double –
prices’
Eng. The foreigners complain to the city
mayor that the sellers use double prices.

The second type of the ambiguous assignment of
FEs is closely related to the ambiguous assignment



of SFs (see Section 4.1). If one Czech LU was as-
signed more than one SF, then the valency comple-
mentations of such Czech LU were assigned FEs
from all these SFs. Therefore, the ambiguous as-
signment of FEs automatically arises from the am-
biguous assignment of SFs.

For instance, one Czech LUdoḱazatpf ,
dokazovatimpf translated as ‘to prove’ corresponds
to two SFI ‘Reasoning’ and SFII ‘Evidence’
in FrameNet (see Section 4.1) – as a result, the
valency complementations of this LU are assigned
FEs from both SFs. In these cases, all valency
complementations can be assigned more than one
FE:

VCs FEs from SFI FEs from SFII

Actor Arguer Support
Addressee Addressee Cognizer
Patient Content Proposition

5 Exploiting Semantic Information from
FrameNet for VALLEX

In this section, we outline a further exploitation
of the semantic information from FrameNet for
VALLEX. We propose enhancing VALLEX with
coarse-grained semantic information based on the
semantic relation ‘Inheritance’.

5.1 Structuring Semantic Classes in VALLEX.

FrameNet distinguishes several types of semantic re-
lations, on the basis of which the semantic infor-
mation is provided on different levels of granularity
(see Section 2.2).

We consider the semantic relation ‘Inheritance’ as
the most important. The child frame, although more
specific than its parent frame, inherits all semantic
properties from it. This concerns FEs, their relations
to each other and frame-to-frame relations.

We exploit the semantic information from the top
levels of the ‘Inheritance’ relations. This method
allows classifying ‘supergroups’ of communication
verbs in VALLEX into well-defined, coarse-grained
classes from FrameNet as ‘Communication’, ‘Pro-
hibiting’, ‘Judgmentcommunication’, etc., see also
Figure 2.

We have obtained 59 top SFs for Czech commu-
nication verbs. (However, more than a half of the
total number of these SFs have not been integrated

Figure 2: The relation of ‘Inheritance’ in FrameNet
for the SF ‘Communication’. (The SF ‘Communi-
cation’ represents the top SF in the relation ‘Inheri-
tance’, e.g., for the SFs ‘Reassuring’, ‘Communica-
tion manner’ and ‘Statement’, and transitively also
for their children: ‘Telling’, ‘Complaining’, etc.)

into the network of the relation ‘Inheritance’ yet. We
suppose continuously complementing the top levels
of SFs in the future. Therefore, the final number
of coarse-grained semantic classes is assumed to be
significantly lower.)

5.2 Exploitation of Top Frame Elements
as Semantic Roles.

Each FE from a child frame represents a subtype of
the corresponding FE in its parent SF. Thus it allows
us to assign FEs from the top SF in the relation
‘Inheritance’ to valency complementations of Czech
communication verbs which were assigned SFs from
the lower levels in this relation. Figure 3 shows the
relevant relations between FEs of the SFs ‘Commu-
nication’, ‘Statement’ and ‘Telling’.

Figure 3: The FEs-to-FEs relations between the SFs
‘Communication’, ‘Statement’ and ‘Telling’ rele-
vant for the valency complementations of Czech
communication verbs assigned with these SFs.

Exploiting FEs as semantic roles from the top lev-
els of ‘Inheritance’, we enrich the lexicon with more
general, coarse-grained but extensive FEs. They
provide VALLEX lexicon with sufficient informa-



tion on the selectional preferences of the individ-
ual arguments. The following example shows as-
signment of FEs to valency complementations of
the verb informovatbiasp ‘to inform’ from the SF
‘Telling’, a subtype of the SF ‘Communication’:

Učitel.ACT-Communicator informoval
rodiče.ADDR-Addressee,(že jejich syn
má špatńe zńamky).PAT-Message.
Eng. The teacher has informed the
parents that their son has bad marks.

Noviny.ACT-Medium informovaly
čteńaře.ADDR-Addressee,(že ve v̌eznici
panuj́ı otřesńe podḿınky).PAT-Message.
Eng. The newspapers have informed
readers that outrageous conditions reign
in the prison.

Therefore, the enhanced valency frame for the
corresponding LU for the verbinformovatbiasp ‘to
inform’ has the following form:

VCs corresponding FEs
ACT Communicator| Medium
ADDR Addressee
PAT Topic
EFF Message

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented an experiment in which
VALLEX data were assigned semantic frames and
frame elements from FrameNet. We attained a sat-
isfactory inter-annotator agreement, especially con-
cerning the FEs. We have proposed a method of
enhancing VALLEX with the semantic information
from FrameNet based on the relation ‘Inheritance’.
Focusing on communication verbs, we obtained ap-
plicable top level hierarchies.

For future work, we plan to assign the seman-
tic information from FrameNet to other verbs with
a sentential complement, namely to the verbs in-
cluded in the VALLEX classes ‘mental action’,
‘psych verb’ and ‘perception’. The significant inter-
annotator agreement on assigning FEs promises
good results for (semi)automatic assigning FEs as
semantic roles.
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